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Dear Parent, 

We are writing to you with an urgent request for support on pool side during the squad training 

sessions.  We’re sure you appreciate that WASC is no different to any other youth sporting club 

around the country which can only operate due to the selfless dedication and time given by its 

volunteers.  We have fantastic support in helping the club out at galas and raising funds but we very 

much need support during training as well. 

Over the past year, since we moved to the new pool, the number of hours available to each 

competitive squad has increased.  We have been fortunate to have worked closely with GLL to 

secure these training times that allow the swimmers to have plenty of pool time whilst still 

maintaining a healthy amount of sleep.  It should be noted that some clubs in the area do not finish 

training their 9 / 10 year olds until 9pm or later. 

Unfortunately, during this same period, we have lost a number of regular pool side helpers and 

coaches due their own children leaving the sport.  This has stretched the remaining team to, at 

times, an unmanageable level.  The club currently has four Level 2 qualified coaches looking after the  

7 competitive squads (F squad to P squad) and four qualified teachers / coaches looking after the 8 

development squads (LT1 – G squad)  These coaches and teachers are gratefully supported on pool 

side by two or three helpers/parents. 

To put this into perspective for you, the club currently run training sessions seven days per week 

which equates to nearly 700 hundred hours of training over the year. This also means that the 

current coaching team have coached over 4700 lanes of swimmers since moving to the new leisure 

centre. 

We hope you can also appreciate that the coaches all have full time jobs which often mean they 

travel directly from work to be at the pool 15minutes before the start, not getting back home at 

times until around 9pm. The nature of their work can take them away from home overnight, and 

mean that at very short notice they may be delayed leaving their place of work. They all have their 

own families, with the responsibilities and pressures that this brings, additionally they all have 

external interests they should be allowed to pursue in their spare time 

The unfortunate truth of the matter is that the current situation is unsustainable with the current 

size of coaching team and poolside helpers.  Whilst we aim to have qualified coaches on pool side at 

every training session over the seven days, there have been occasions recently where we have only 

had one coach covering eight lanes with a range of abilities and squads in attendance. 

This obviously impacts on the quality of coaching that can be afforded to each swimmer or squad.  

We desperately need your help on the pool side at every session.   

Please do not think that you have nothing to offer. You do not have to come from a swimming 

background or have coaching qualifications to help out on pool side.  Extra pairs of eyes or help with 

setting the swimmers off or timing them during the sets are all valuable aspects in helping the 

development of your swimmers.  Shaun has produced a pool side helper’s guide and training booklet 

which we will gladly help you work through if you wished.  When the number of poolside helpers 

allows the coaches time we will also provide guidance and mentoring to everyone who can help out. 
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Regrettably if we cannot secure regular, guaranteed pool side help from yourselves we may need to 

rethink the squad sizes and available pool time to each squad. There may also be occasions where 

we need to cancel sessions at short notice due to a lack of available coaches or poolside help so 

please think carefully about just dropping your swimmer off at the front door without confirming 

that training is on.  

This is obviously the last thing any of us want for your swimmers or the club.  We all volunteer with 

the club because we want to be involved in the development of young sports stars.  Unfortunately 

the net effect of reduced training time will have a direct impact on your child’s development as a 

swimmer.  It is also worth noting that if we do have to reduce pool time to ensure coaches can be 

available, it may be very difficult to get those time slots back again from GLL if the circumstances 

within the club change in the future. 

We would like to invite you for a chat on one of the following dates of your choice 26th Feb. at 

7:30pm or 2nd Mar. at 7pm, in the fitness studio, please let us know which date you will be attending 

by going to the website and using the form from the header section of the front page.  If you think 

you can help or would be interested in learning more about how you can help on pool side please 

make every effort to attend or speak to any of us at the pool before or after training. 

If however, after considering all the above, you still feel that being on poolside is not for you then 

why not get involved with your club through different means.  Please read the attached letter 

relating to the Friends of Workington Amateur Swimming Club (FOWASC).  This group of volunteers 

are an essential source of fund raising for this club and without them your swimmers would not have 

had the benefits listed in the letter. 

Please remember that this is your club for your swimmers so please help us to help your children 

reach their full potential. 

Kind Regards 

PP   S . Winstanley 
WASC Secretary 
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